Practicum for Thursday, November 15, 2007

This week's practicum is twofold:

1. Take a walk down memory lane [aaaww...].

Look at the practicums that have been assigned for this class to date.
Think about each one in turn with regards to what the "big lesson" was for you.
What did you take from working on each one of these? Was there something that
surprised you? What was the hardest practicum? Easiest? Why?

For your write-up, write your answers to the above questions for each practicum.

2. If you had to give a presentation on your class project _today_...
what would it look like?

Draft a 10 minute presentation, complete with slides, headers and some content.

For your participation grade, you will be asked to hand in both your practicum reflection writeup and
your mock-presentation.